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Bringing you Broadcast Innovation at its Best!
LARCAN Sponsors
Tech-Notes’ ‘A Taste of NAB 2005’ Road Show
LARCAN is a proud sponsor of Tech-Notes’ ‘A Taste of NAB 2005’ Road Show.
The 'Taste of NAB' Road Show is a unique educational opportunity for broadcast
consultants, engineers and technicians – bringing relevant broadcast innovations
and products shown at NAB to over 70 venues through local SBE Chapters across
the country.

‘A Taste of NAB 2005’ Road Show kicked off on April 25th in Medford, Oregon and
will continue until October 26th visiting a total of 74 venues across the US.
For full details on Tech-Notes’ ‘A Taste of NAB 2005’ Road Show and the
Itinerary – please visit: www.tech-notes.tv/2005/2005-1.htm
Here you’ll find an itinerary of upcoming Road Show venues, all show updates,
valuable feedback from attendees and links to sponsor pages.
As one of the main sponsors – LARCAN will be showcasing our award winning
new 8VSB REGEN Transcoder, rugged & reliable MX Series of
transmitters/translators and superior FM Series product line. In addition to getting
an up close look at and first-hand knowledge of these LARCAN broadcast solutions,
you can also gather information on our full portfolio of broadcast solutions and
services.
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Of interest to LPTV broadcasters is the new LARCAN PLUS Series, which at NAB
2005, was awarded Broadcast Engineering’s prestigious Pick Hit Award for
technological innovation. Presented in recognition of its technological excellence –
LARCAN Plus is an integrated solution made to measure for digital LPTV.
Developed from ‘start to success’ with Burst’s proven and renowned RF expertise –
LARCAN Plus is a fully integrated Multi-channel Digital LPTV Transmission System
based on the LARCAN MXD Series transmitter. Designed for the transition to digital
and fully FCC compliant - the LARCAN-BURST Solution provides a Multipleprogram-stream Digital LPTV Transmitter Custom-Fit to Meet Specific LPTV Needs.
As one of the many Award Winning LARCAN solutions shaping tomorrow's
broadcast innovations – we invite and encourage you to attend the ‘Taste of NAB
Road Show’ to explore our digital and analog solutions and take part in this great
educational opportunity for the broadcast industry!
We look forward to seeing you on the Tech-Notes ‘Taste of NAB’ Road Show!

LARCAN – Your Best Fit Every time.
LARCAN innovates, designs, and manufactures superior Analog and Digital
television transmitters for broadcast standards worldwide. Product lines include
LARCAN Solid State VHF, UHF, and high power IOT transmitters, as well as a full
range of innovative LP transmitters and translators. We offer transmitters from 1w to
100kW, and provide a wealth of broadcast solutions and services.
LOOK TO LARCAN FOR TRULY MADE TO MEASURE SOLUTIONS
We hear you. Loud and clear.
www.larcan.com

Subscribe Online - LARCAN Email Updates direct to your desktop!
Stay informed with the latest LARCAN news and subscribe to our Email
Update service. Go to larcan.com and click 'Subscribe' to sign up!
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